
RAPTOR ALLIANCE – Progress update July 2012 

The summaries below highlight where we currently are in the Raptor Alliance 

Campaign. 

1/. Natural England. 

A meeting was held on Wednesday 27
th

 June 2012 at the RPRA Headquarters with Dr Matt 

Heydon (Head of Wildlife management and Licensing) and Nigel Shelton (Head of Bird 

licensing) from Natural England. 

We asked for a clear indication of the way forward regarding legislation and that clearer 

definitions were required regarding whether pigeons are livestock/non livestock/ 

classification. They advised that Racing Pigeons are not classed as “Livestock” as written in 

the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981.   

In the Animals Act 1971 Pigeons are classed as “Poultry” which in turn means Poultry is 

classed as “Livestock”.  Natural England advised these are two totally different acts of law 

with the 1981 act being the defining law regarding issuing of licenses. They recommended 

that we begin a debate with and “lobby” Defra to try and get a better definition and 

understanding of current policy. 

They advised and agreed that we do need external legal help to get the respective law 

regarding “Definitions of livestock” clarified and defined.  

Dr Heydon confirmed that we needed to follow three key steps -  

1/. Legislation – Law commission Review. 

We need to make a suitably persuasive submission to the current Law Commission review 

recommending that pigeons becoming designated “livestock” under the proposed new act. 

The Law Commission Consultation period to accept submissions is July – September 2012.  

2/. Countryside Act – We have two potential criteria that may be worth pursuing namely – 

(a) Section 16e “for the purposes of falconry or aviculture” 

 

(b) Section 16f  “for the purposes of any public exhibition or competition”  

We clearly need to pursue these two routes as then this may eventually allow an 

application for a licence. 

3/. Apply for Licence through Natural England – but only when an opportunity is identified 

through either route 1/. Or 2/. 

 



 

Dr Heydon also made various recommendations to help us move forward 

1 Look at other European Factors i.e. France and Finland 

2 To get information from European Pigeon Unions 

3 To check out UK and European Law – identify “landmark judgements”.  

4 We must work together with DEFRA as they advise Policy to Government – 

“persuading, understanding and proving” our case - is the key! 

5 Keeping Records Data and Statistics are important – anecdotal submissions are  not 

considered in any serious review. 

6 Getting records from pigeon fanciers how, where, when, injuries and losses occur 

will be a key step in proving our case. 

7 Collate Data – all data must be written down or recorded. 

8 We need to show serious damage, over and above normal loss. We are looking at 

losses being over 30% of “normal activity” (something we would have to 

measure and prove!) if the case licence would probably be granted. 

9 To show that we have changed our practices in using deterrents, changing flight 

plans etc to prevent attacks 

10 To create an Advice/Best Practice Leaflet - Nigel Shelton said he would help us to 

draft what we can do, also possibly using DVD’s with advice 

11 To contact Ecological Agencies, write to Law Commission, get involved with vocal 

groups i.e. Angling Trust, British Falconers and others. 

“Buzzard gate” – as Natural England have called the recent decision by Government to 

stop/delay some research (into the effect of Buzzards on nesting game birds) as a result 

of “lobbying” was discussed. Natural England were clearly dismayed that a sensible 

piece of scientific research (no raptors were going to be harmed in the study) had simply 

been “high jacked” by other “interested parties” who were successful in using public 

opinion to get the funding decision reversed.  

We are sure the Gamekeepers will continue on the campaign they started some years 

ahead of us and that eventually common sense will prevail.  

Dr Heydon was impressed with the way we were approaching the matter and moving 

forward he also relayed some positive feedback from Tim Andrews (Defra) in that we are 

pursuing our case in the correct manner. 

His final comment however was to ensure, through Press and Publicity, we get Pigeon 

racing into “Public Hearts and Minds”. Without Public understanding and support it will 

be much harder to shape future “policy”. It was clear even with the law on our side how 

it is interpreted by policy decisions is also crucially important. 

 



2/. Legal Opinion. 

 

Following the Raptor Alliance meeting held 29
th

 May it was agreed that we would seek 

independent Legal opinion regarding the lack of protection offered to Racing Pigeons. 

Once a potential avenue via the Sports and Recreation Alliance was quickly investigated 

and discounted we instructed a Barrister Mr Valios QC to proceed on our behalf this 

commitment to gain an initial opinion will cost £3000. 

 

Mr John Tranter personally delivered a briefing document to the Judge’s chambers 

which included not only a concise and detailed background summary to our current 

plight but also a “pigeon fancier’s plea” from Mr Tranter himself. John will also be 

making various personal pleas to the fancy in view of raising funds to support the 

campaign. 

 

We now await the Judges deliberations and expect a formal review meeting with the QC 

to take place during August. From this we will get a clear understanding of any openings 

that we may be able to exploit in current law. 

 

3/. Law Commision - submission. 

 

This is without doubt the single most important avenue for the Alliance to concentrate 

upon over the next three (3) months as there is a fixed time constraint.  

 

Submissions to the Law Commission are being accepted during July through to 

September 2012. Following submissions the Law Commission then draft new legislation 

for the sponsoring body who are DEFRA. Following consultation between the Law 

Commission, DEFRA and the Government it is estimated that a new Animal Welfare act 

will be submitted to Parliament during 2014. 

 

We are exploring all potential avenues to identify the right people to advise and help 

produce our submission – we will only get one chance so it will have to be the best we 

can possibly make it. Through the recent meeting with the Sports and Recreation 

Alliance we have identified specialist experts we will be able to help us through the 

process. 

 

Meetings will be held very shortly with these specialists. 

 

 

 

 



4/. Sports and Recreation Alliance. 

 

A meeting was held in London with the SRA to seek advice as to how they could help the 

Raptor Alliance.  

 

Legal funding was discussed – see 2/. Above and was discounted – at best they could 

only offer to put us into contact with various groupings of Lawyers.  

 

As item 3/. Above indicates their help regarding the Law commission review was sought 

and they have identified a group who have produced and handled similar submissions to 

Law Commission. This is a major step forward – professional advice will be paramount to 

making a really powerful submission. 

 

Lobbying was discussed – once again the SRA can help us. They actually employ Political 

Lobbyists and have offered to give us help and advice when we start the lobbying 

campaign to support our submission to the law commission and beyond. Our lobbying 

will need to be long and sustained, probably throughout all of 2013 and 2014, to ensure 

that the Government publishes a law that does contain the protection for Pigeons that 

we seek. 

 

 

5/. DEFRA. 

 

Following the meeting with Natural England the role that DEFRA play within the whole 

process is now very much clearer. In summary DEFRA advise the “policy” to Government 

who in turn instruct Natural England. 

 

Example – the law allows licensed removal of cormorants. DEFRA decide the “policy” 

regarding how many cormorants can be removed, Natural England then issues the 

appropriate licenses when they are applied for. 

 

Therefore our lobbying and persuasion of DEFRA remains a key activity. We have started 

building up a relationship with the Wild bird policy advisors and we will need to continue 

to develop this. In the end it will be the “policy” decision and yes this will be partly 

“political” (decided by Government); partly “perception” (decided by public opinion) and 

partly “factual” (based upon the science) that dictates the end result we achieve. 

 

 

 



6/. Press and Publicity. 

Without exception every individual expert or organisation we have spoken to has 

reiterated the need to raise the public profile of Pigeon Racing through press coverage.  

Without a much improved public understand of our plight we cannot hope to start to 

gain support for the necessary changes to take place. 

Thankfully we have made a good start and Jenny and her team have made some real 

progress already. Through one or two initial leads we have had many other “spin off” 

enquiries leading to even more press activity. That Jennie and her team can handle 

many of the enquiries very quickly and professionally without having to wait means we 

do not miss opportunities any more. Increasingly a press opportunity requires an answer 

or response in minutes or at most hours – something that we have been unable to do 

previously hence many lost opportunities in previous years. 

The use of Jennie (and her team) costs £3300 per month and we have only committed to 

fixed contracted periods of three months - the contract can be stopped with one 

months’ notice from either party. The contract does need to be long enough so that 

Jennie can plan longer campaigns (some of which can take many weeks to come to 

fruition). This is less than the cost of employing a suitably experienced “in-house” 

person, is (crucially) independent of any single union – all unions can input directly to 

her, the resource can be flexed to accommodate “peaks and troughs” in workload and 

crucially can be amended, increased or stopped as time goes by. 

The huge number of positive comments regarding the Press coverage to date are very 

welcome – with almost all asking the question “we didn’t we do this years ago?”  

Thankfully with the support of all the Unions we have now and have started to show 

that over time we may just start to change the public’s perception of our sport especially 

after the decades of not really being in the public eye! 

 

7/. CountryFile. 

The Countryfile programme shown on July 1
st 

included a piece on predation by raptors 

with Brian Massey and his father being interviewed. All of this was arranged and co-

ordinated by Jennie and her team to try and make sure we got the key points across.  

Please remember we have no control or influence over the final editorial content and do 

not get to see the edited version before screening. The RPRA “Hawkwatch” figure of kills 

and injuries was used by the BBC as none of the other mainly “anecdotal” evidence will 

even be considered for use.  



As a first step it can only be viewed as positive – we may have just “nudged” the BBC 

CountryFile team a little way away from the perceived RSPB supporting stance! At least 

now “Pigeon racing” appears on the radar - remember just 4 weeks previously the BBC 

had presented fanciers in a totally different light, without even thinking to consult or 

discuss the matter with any representation from the Pigeon fancy. 

The key lesson from this is that we need the standard of data collection to be much 

improved – without “evidence” we will take much longer to get changes made. So once 

again please write down and record dates and times of attacks – Use “Hawkwatch” 

where ever you can – take photos – every piece of evidence is useful. Send all the 

evidence to your Union HQ – they will get it to the Raptor Alliance. 

A written piece on the more general topic of Pigeon Racing will appear in the CountryFile 

Monthly magazine in the Autumn – a further update on this will follow once we’ve seen 

the initial editorial. 

8/. Summary. 

You can all help by making sure you report raptor attacks, ideally via Hawkwatch, if not 

in written form (with photos if possible) and make the reports as detailed as possible. 

Pass this information to your Union HQ. Only through collecting “data” that can be used 

to support our campaigns will we succeed. Can we also ask that you do not take 

“matters into your own hands” as each piece of negative publicity simply provides 

ammunition for the supporters of the opposing viewpoint! 

We are making steady progress on a few fronts now and many more will open as we go 

forward. Please remember we are only at the investigation stage now and it will be a 

long haul to get the changes we require. Your support and help will be crucial in making 

change happen. 

The Raptor Alliance. 

1
st

 July 2012. 

 

 

 

   

 


